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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2022175298A1] A toilet bowl (100) comprises a bowl body (101) and a mounting body (102) integral with the bowl body, wherein the
bowl body (101) has an inner wall (107), which defines an interior (109), and wherein an inlet connection point (110) for flushing water and an outlet
connection point (115) for wastewater are formed in the mounting body (102). The toilet bowl (100) has an inlet channel (111, 112) for flushing
water, which inlet channel is communicatively connected to the inlet connection point (110) and has an outlet opening (113) leading into the interior
(109) of the bowl body (101). The outlet opening (113) is located in a lateral region of the inner wall (107) in such a way and is oriented in such a
way that flushing water exiting from the outlet opening flows, in the peripheral direction and toward the front, tangentially along the inner wall (107).
A first guiding surface (122) running spirally downward is formed on the inner wall, which first guiding surface guides flushing water downward on a
spiral path. A roof (120) is formed on the inner wall (107) along part of the periphery of the inner wall, which roof adjoins the outlet opening (113) in
the peripheral direction of the inner wall (107). On the inner wall (107) of the toilet bowl, a second guiding surface (124) extending over part of the
periphery of the inner wall (107) is formed, which second guiding surface guides flushing water along the periphery of the inner wall (107). The toilet
bowl (100) is completely made of a sanitary ceramic material.
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